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Ten years is a long time in the life of every human being. Because time
is the most precious gift at our disposal, being of all gifts the most irretrievable, the thought of time possibly lost disturbs us whenever we
look back. Time is lost when we have not lived, experienced things,
learned, worked, enjoyed, and suffered as human beings. Lost time is
unfulfilled, empty time. Certainly that is not what the past years have
been. We have lost much, things far beyond measure, but time was not
lost. Indeed, the insights and experiences we have gained and of which
we have subsequently become aware are only abstractions from reality, from life itself. Yet just as the ability to forget is a gift of grace,
so similarly is memory, the repetition of received teachings, part of
responsible life. In the following pages I want to try to give an account-
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ing of some of the shared experience and insight that have been forced
upon us in these times, not personal experiences, nothing systematically organized, not arguments and theories, but conclusions about
human experience—lined up side by side, connected only by concrete
experience—that have been reached together in a circle of like-minded
people. None of this is new; rather, it is something we have long been
familiar with in times gone by, something given to us to experience and
understand anew. One cannot write about these things without every
word being accompanied by the feeling of gratitude for the community
of spirit and of life that in all these years was preserved and shown to
be worthwhile.
Without Ground under One’s Feet
Have there ever been people in history who in their time, like us, had
so little ground under their feet, people to whom every possible alternative open to them at the time appeared equally unbearable, senseless, and contrary to life? Have there been those who like us looked
for the source of their strength beyond all those available alternatives?
Were they looking entirely in what has passed away and in what is
yet to come? And nevertheless, without being dreamers, did they await
with calm and confidence the successful outcome of their endeavor?
Or rather, facing a great historical turning point, did the responsible thinkers of another generation ever feel differently than we do
today—precisely because something genuinely new was forming that
was not yet apparent in the existing alternatives?
Who Stands Firm?
The huge masquerade of evil has thrown all ethical concepts into confusion. That evil should appear in the form of light, good deeds, historical necessity, social justice is absolutely bewildering for one coming
from the world of ethical concepts that we have received. For the
Christian who lives by the Bible, it is the very confirmation of the
abysmal wickedness of evil.
The failure of “the reasonable ones”—those who think, with the best
of intentions and in their naive misreading of reality, that with a bit
of reason they can patch up a structure that has come out of joint—is
apparent. With their ability to see impaired, they want to do justice
to all sides, only to be crushed by the colliding forces without having
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accomplished anything at all. Disappointed that the world is so unreasonable, they see themselves condemned to unproductiveness; they
withdraw in resignation or helplessly fall victim to the stronger.
More devastating is the failure of all ethical fanaticism. The fanatic
believes that he can meet the power of evil with the purity of a principle. But like the bull in the arena, he attacks the red cape rather
than the person carrying it, grows tired, and suffers defeat. He becomes
entrapped in nonessentials and is caught in the trap of the cleverer
one.
The man of conscience has no one but himself when resisting the
superior might of predicaments that demand a decision. But the
dimensions of the conflict wherein he must make his choices are such
that, counseled and supported by nothing but his very own conscience,
he is torn apart. The innumerable respectable and seductive disguises
by which evil approaches him make his conscience fearful and unsure
until he finally settles for a salved conscience instead of a good conscience, that is, until he deceives his own conscience in order not to
despair. That a bad conscience may be stronger and more wholesome
than a deceived one is something that the man whose sole support is
his conscience can never comprehend.
The reliable path of duty seems to offer the escape from the bewildering plethora of possible decisions. Here, that which has been commanded is clutched as the most certain; the responsibility for what
has been commanded lies with the one giving the command rather
than the one who carries it out. However, duty is so circumscribed that
there is never any room to venture that which rests wholly in one’s
own responsibility, the action that alone strikes at the very core of evil
and can overcome it. The man of duty will in the end have to do his
duty also to the devil.
There is the one who determines to take a stand in the world by acting on his own freedom. He values the necessary action more highly
than an untarnished conscience and reputation. He is prepared to sacrifice a barren principle to a fruitful compromise or a barren wisdom
of mediocrity to fruitful radicalism. Such a one needs to take care that
his freedom does not cause him to stumble. He will condone the bad in
order to prevent the worse and in so doing no longer discern that the
very thing that he seeks to avoid as worse might well be better. This is
where the basic material of tragedy is to be found.
In flight from public discussion and examination, this or that person
may well attain the sanctuary of private virtuousness. But he must close
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his eyes and mouth to the injustice around him. He can remain undefiled by the consequences of responsible action only by deceiving himself. In everything he does, that which he fails to do will leave him no
peace. He will either perish from that restlessness or turn into the most
hypocritical of all Pharisees.1
Who stands firm? Only the one whose ultimate standard is not his
reason, his principles, conscience, freedom, or virtue; only the one who
is prepared to sacrifice all of these when, in faith and in relationship to
God alone, he is called to obedient and responsible action. Such a person is the responsible one, whose life is to be nothing but a response to
God’s question and call. Where are these responsible ones?
Civil Courage
What really lies behind the lament about the lack of civil courage?
In these years we have encountered much bravery and self-sacrifice
but civil courage almost nowhere, even among ourselves. Only an altogether naive psychology would trace this deficiency back simply to
personal cowardice. The reasons behind this are quite different. In the
course of a long history, we Germans have had to learn the need for
obedience and the power thereof. We saw the meaning and greatness
of our life in the subordination of all personal wishes and ideas under
the commission that came to be ours. Our gaze was directed upward,
not in slavish fear but in the free trust that beheld a career in the commission and a vocation in the career. The readiness to follow an order
from “above” rather than one’s own discretion arises from and is part
of the justified suspicion about one’s own heart. Who would contest
that, in obedience, commission, and career, the German has again and
again accomplished the utmost in bravery and life commitment?
But he safeguarded his freedom—where in the world was freedom
spoken of more passionately than in Germany, from Luther to the
philosophy of idealism?—by seeking to free himself from self-will in
order to serve the whole: career and freedom were to him two sides of
the same thing. However, in doing so he misjudged the world; he did
not reckon with the fact that the readiness to subordinate and commit his life to the commission could be misused in the service of evil.
When such misuse occurred, the exercise of the career itself became
questionable, and all the basic moral concepts of the Germans were
1. Editor’s comment: The pejorative reference to “Pharisees” reflects the theological anti-Judaism of
Bonhoeffer’s era.
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shaken. It became apparent that Germans still lacked one decisive and
fundamental idea: that of the need for the free, responsible act, even
against career and commission. In its place came the irresponsible lack
of scruples, on the one hand, and self-tormenting scruples that never
led to action, on the other. But civil courage can grow only from the
free responsibility of the free man. Only today are Germans beginning to discover what free responsibility means. It is founded in a God
who calls for the free venture of faith to responsible action and who
promises forgiveness and consolation to the one who on account of
such action becomes a sinner.
On Success
While indeed it is not true that success justifies even the evil deed and
the reprehensible means, it is similarly out of the question to regard
success as something that is ethically wholly neutral. It so happens
that historical success creates the ground on which alone life can go
on. The question remains as to whether it is ethically more responsible to go to war like Don Quixote against a new age or, conceding one’s
defeat, to consent finally and freely to serving the new age. Success,
after all, makes history, and the One who guides history always creates good from the bad over the heads of the men who make history. It
is a short circuit when the stickler for principle, thinking ahistorically
and hence irresponsibly, simply ignores the ethical significance of success. It is good that for once we are forced to engage seriously the ethical problem of success. As long as the good is successful, we can afford
the luxury of thinking of success as ethically irrelevant. But the problem arises when success is brought about through evil means. In the
face of such a situation, we learn that neither the onlooker’s theoretical critique and self-justification, that is, the refusal to enter into the
arena of facts, nor opportunism, that is, disavowal and capitulation in
the face of success, does justice to the task at hand. We may not and
do not desire to act like offended critics or opportunists. Case by case
and in each moment, as victors or vanquished, we desire to be those
who are co-responsible for the shaping of history. The one who allows
nothing that happens to deprive him of his co-responsibility for the
course of history, knowing that it is God who placed it upon him, will
find a fruitful relation to the events of history, beyond fruitless criticism and equally fruitless opportunism. Talk of going down heroically
in the face of unavoidable defeat is basically quite nonheroic because it
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does not dare to face the future. The ultimately responsible question is
not how I extricate myself heroically from a situation but [how] a coming generation is to go on living. Only from such a historically responsible question will fruitful solutions arise, however humiliating they may
be for the moment. In short, it is much easier to see a situation through
on the basis of principle than in concrete responsibility. The younger
generation will always have the surest sense whether an action is done
merely in terms of principle or from living responsibly, for it is their
future that is at stake.
On Stupidity
Stupidity is a more dangerous enemy of the good than malice. One may
protest against evil; it can be exposed and, if need be, prevented by use
of force. Evil always carries within itself the germ of its own subversion in that it leaves behind at least a sense of unease in human beings.
Against stupidity we are defenseless. Neither protests nor the use of
force accomplish anything here; reasons fall on deaf ears; facts that
contradict one’s prejudgment simply need not be believed—in such
moments the stupid person even becomes critical—and when facts are
irrefutable they are just pushed aside as inconsequential, as incidental.
In all this the stupid person, in contrast to the malicious one, is utterly
self-satisfied and, being easily irritated, becomes dangerous by going
on the attack. For that reason, greater caution is called for when dealing with a stupid person than with a malicious one. Never again will we
try to persuade the stupid person with reasons, for it is senseless and
dangerous.
If we want to know how to get the better of stupidity, we must seek
to understand its nature. This much is certain, that in essence it is
not an intellectual defect but a human one. There are human beings
who are of remarkably agile intellect yet stupid, and others who are
intellectually quite dull yet anything but stupid. We discover this to
our surprise in particular situations. The impression one gains is not
so much that stupidity is a congenital defect but that, under certain
circumstances, people are made stupid or that they allow this to happen to them. We note further that people who have isolated themselves from others or who live in solitude manifest this defect less
frequently than individuals or groups of people inclined or condemned
to sociability. And so it would seem that stupidity is perhaps less a psychological than a sociological problem. It is a particular form of the
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